PRISM Provides High-Performance Wi-Fi Solution
to Dcard 10th Anniversary Celebration
BACKGROUD STORY
Dcard holds 10th Anniversary celebration party
Date: 2021/12/17
Attendees: Over 350 Dcard’s employees and
cooperation partners
Location: Syntrend Creative Park, Taipei, Taiwan
Venue: Syntrend Show Convention Hall
Area: 706 square meter
CUSTOMER PROFILE
Dcard Taiwan Ltd. was
established in 2011.
Dcard is the largest
anonymous social
network platform with
more than four million
memberships in Taiwan.
It allows everyone to
share ideas with confidence, regardless of
background, age or interest in the comfortable and
trustworthy way.
REQUIREMENTS AND CHALLENGE

Dcard was celebrating 10th anniversary in this
historic year and arranging a series of program
during the celebration party. Dcard had arranged a
live streaming interactive quiz contest. There were
around 370 devices connecting to Prism AP
concurrently with real time bursty traffic.

Dcard requested to arrange a Wi-Fi solution with
improvements in speed, latency, and higher density
of connected devices.

PRISM SOLUTIONS
Prism team spent less then one hour to set up and test the system.
Because Prism Wi-Fi AP and controller is easy to deploy and configure.
•
Prism MO10 Wi-Fi 6 AX6600 Tri-Radio Mesh Router
•
5GHz single band Omni-Directional Antenna 8dBi *4
•
2.4GHz/5GHz dual band dual concurrent Omni- Directional Antenna 8 dBi *2
•
PrismXTM Controller Cloud Version
SUCCESSFUL DELIVERY OF HIGH-SPEED WI-FI

Prism Wi-Fi Solution has successfully provided Wi-Fi coverage in a high-density environment, all attendees
could stream video or browse the internet smoothly. IT Administrator also used the PrismXTM to manage and
monitor the network. Because the PrismXTM Controller provides real-time analysis report on dashboard, it
simplified network management and accelerate troubleshooting.

The Prism Wi-Fi Solution reliably delivered fast Wi-Fi
coverage to support the network activities of the
celebration. We used the speed test tool to monitor
the throughput of Prism MO10 Mesh Router, the
real-time throughput with concurrent use of
multiple devices was delivered to 433Mbps for
uplink and 252Mbps for downlink.

In the meantime, we also monitor the throughput of
other brand router, the real-time throughput with
concurrent use of multiple devices was delivered to
27.4Mbps for downlink and 197Mbps for uplink.

The success of the celebration
party relies mostly on network
performance. It is a great
experience working with Prism
WiFi. I am especially interested in
PrismX controller performance, it
can help monitor and optimize the
network.
IT administer, Dcard

For more details and case studies, visit
www.prismwifi.com

